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1. For all teachers K-12 looking for more ways to engage students: Have you heard of the
MoShow App? Free in the App Store here, the MoShow App is a slide show/movie maker app; a

creative tool that allows kids to turn their pictures and music into animated slideshows for
sharing. Kids start by adding images from their device library. They then choose a layout,
transitions, and special effects. MoShow received 4 out of 5 stars when reviewed by
CommonSense Media, and is appropriate for all ages.
2. For all K-2 teachers looking for more ways to engage students: Have you heard of ChatterPix

Kids? ChatterPix Kids is user-friendly and appropriate for kids of all ages, but particularly great
to use with the youngest learners in kindergarten and first grade. ChatterPix Kids, a subsidiary of
Khan Academy, is a free animation app. Perfect for younger students, it doesn’t use ads or
subscriptions. With ChatterPix Kids, students can easily create basic animations, bringing photos
to life, meaning that ChatterPix Kids can make anything talk--pets, friends, doodles, and more!
Take any photo, draw a line to make a mouth, and record your voice....that's it!! Share with friends
and family as a silly greeting, playful message, or creative card. Get it free in the App Store here.
There are actually more than a dozen ChatterPix apps in the App Store here from Duck Duck Moose.
Twitter: @ChatterPixIt/Instagram: #chatterpix or @Duckduckmooseapps
3. Here are a couple more great educational podcasts, if what I have already posted in previous
newsletters has not slaked your thirst:

1. The Infused Classroom by Holly Clark and Tanya Avrith (showcasing online
platform tools that are disrupting education in a good way)
2. Cult of Pedagogyby Jennifer Gonzalez (teaching strategies, classroom management,
education reform, and educational technology)
4. For all Canvas users: InstructureCon is coming October 7th! InstructureCon is Canvas’s free and
virtual convention, held by and attended by teachers all over the country and the world. Whether you’re new
to Canvas or a seasoned SpeedGrader, learn to do all sorts of cool, new things with Canvas,
MasteryConnect, Canvas Quizzes, SpeedGrader, and more. Watch uplifting, mind-expanding talks that will
make you even more excited about the whole wide world of education. This is the save-the-date
announcement. Registration is not yet open, but you can submit proposals to present at InstructureCon
and put your email in to get updates. We will continue to inform staff with emails and in this newsletter.
Questions? Please contact your Tech Coach or Keith Madsen .
Fun Technology Fact: In all seriousness, this looks pretty cool, if making me uncomfortable: you have heard
of smart watches, and smart clothing that monitors your heart rate, but how about smart underwear? Textile
company Myint has been working on a fabric with embedded biometric monitors that require close skin
contact to function properly. This means that to function well, the garment must be tight-fitting and in
constant contact with skin. The
aim is to monitor heart-rate, stress
levels, sleep quality, body
temperature, and other skin-sensitive
conditional feedback. Your
underwear may never be the same.
Read more of the article here.

